Relations Between Structure and Function in the Prokaryotic Cell

Edited by R. Y. STANIER, H. J. ROGERS and B. J. WARD

This volume is concerned with the relations between structure and function in the prokaryotic cell. The structures studied are mostly parts of the cell that can be readily visualised by the electron microscope such as the ribosomes, cell-envelope components, spores and gas vacuoles. The function of these organised structures is considered in relation to their importance to the growing micro-organism and to events happening within the cell. The accounts draw on the most recent biophysical techniques and biological knowledge and the discoveries are placed in general biological perspective.
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Measles Virus and Its Biology

K. S. Fraser and S. J. Martin

This first book in the new Series, Experimental Virology, is at the forefront of research on the measles virus, yet its contents are still within the grasp of students of medicine, microbiology and biochemistry. The work sets out the problems of measles and its complications and relates them to recent knowledge of the biological character of the virus. The authors have placed particular emphasis on the predilection of the virus for lymphoid tissue and its ability to set up persistent infection through defective modes of replication. They have stressed too the need to find out more about the relationship between measles virus and immune responses. The significance of such interactions can be seen clearly in the pathogenesis of conditions such as measles enteropathy, subacute sclerosing panencephalitis, multiple sclerosis and certain auto-immune diseases.
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VOLUME 3

Microbial Interactions
EDITED BY JOSE L REISSIG

Leading researchers in the field of microbial communication present nine case histories which not only analyse the nature of the mechanisms of cellular recognition, but also alert the reader to the rich potential of this experimental material.

This field of study, i.e. that of the mechanisms of recognition at cellular level, is today in much the same state that biochemistry was half a century ago, or molecular biology a quarter of a century ago. The influence of microbiology was crucial for the explosive development of these two disciplines. It contributed not only all sorts of methodological short cuts, but also the fine scalpel of genetic analysis, and a penchant for studying basic mechanisms from a composite picture of studies performed with different organisms. Microbial Interactions is grounded in that tradition. Hence the book will be an invaluable aid for all who wish to keep abreast of developments within this field.

December 1977 446 pages
Hardback 412 14830 7 £20.00

ALSO AVAILABLE VOLUME 1

The Specificity and Action of Animal, Bacterial and Plant Toxins
PEDRO CUATRECASAS

The emphasis within this book is on the details of the molecular processes involved in the biochemical and physiological mechanism of action of the best studied and most understood toxins of plant, bacterial and animal origin. The intention has been to shed light on normal interactions and processes in integrated biological systems.

'This is an excellent collection of essays giving the most recent views on modern aspects of receptors and related cell biology and covers such topics as the role of calcium in cell activation, hormone receptors and the immune system and membrane organization, as well as dealing with neurotransmitter receptors, their mechanisms, isolation and structure.'
British Book News, October 1977

January 1977 356 pages
Hardback 412 09730 3 £15.00
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